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The practical solution for mobile working with sellify



Description
As an extension to the sellify workplace or as a standalone solution, the app is the perfect
companion for people who travel a lot and still want to stay productive. Not only does the app
ensure that you always have access to the most up-to-date information, it also synchronizes
your changes immediately so that your colleagues are always up to date as well or even
automatically informed about relevant changes.

With the sellify app, you always have sellify with you and increase your productivity and
flexibility in your everyday work - no matter where you are! The mobile application not only
saves valuable working time but also optimizes the satisfaction of your customers. Inspire your
customers, prospects and business partners at any time with fast and high informative value -
the sellify app gives you access to current data while also increasing team collaboration.

Use sellify on the go on your smartphone and keep track of tasks, deadlines, opportunities and
ongoing projects. Call up contact data for your business partners but also documents such as
correspondences, contracts, offers and invoices directly on your cell phone. Document
customer visits or phone calls in seconds, enter follow-up tasks for group work baskets or
create new sales opportunities and rework them later in the office, and much more.

Discover the many benefits of our app as the perfect extension to your sellify software!

Installation & configuration
The app is licensed per user and can then be used on iOS or Android devices.

At a glance

Inform at: sellify.de/en/modules
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